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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is our objective to study the representation theory of a semidirect product 
of finite groups 
G=E.H 
where E is a normal subgroup of G and H acts as a group of automorphisms 
of E. 
We will demonstrate, imposing suitable conditions on E and H, how to 
construct an extension to G of any faithful, irreducible complex representation 
of E. 
This leads to our main results: Theorem (6.11.) and Theorem (7.2.). 
We impose the following conditions. 
HYPOTHESIS (1.1.): 
(1.1 .a) E is a non-abelian p-group with p an odd prime number 
(1.1 .b) The center Z(E) of E is cyclic 
(1.1 .c) E/Z(E) is an elementary abelian group 
(1.l.d) Z(E)cZ(E-H) 
(1.1 .e) H is a complement of Inn(E) in the group Aut,,,(E); 
by definition Autz(,,(E) is the group of all automorphisms of E centralizing 
Z(E). 
This hypothesis makes sense as we will prove that a complement of Inn(E) 
in Autz,,,(E) exists if (l.l.a-c.) are satisfied. 
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In [l], Dade investigated the character theory of a semi-direct product satis- 
fying similar conditions as in (1 .l .), including the case p = 2. He obtained that 
the faithful irreducible complex characters of E were extendible even if p = 2 
([l, Theorem (1.2.)]). 
The existence of character extensions is often shown without concerning the 
structure of the representations corresponding to the characters one studies. 
In the special situation where Hypothesis (1.1.) holds we will show a different 
approach. Here we describe explicitly the structure of the representations, 
corresponding to the characters we wish to extend, and show how these repre- 
sentations can be extended (using projective representation theory). The 
benefits of this method are that we get to know the structure of the repre- 
sentations involved in the character extension, and obtain the character ex- 
tension anyway, simply by taking the character corresponding to the extension 
of the representation we started with. Furthermore we know the character 
values of the extension, as we know the structure of the corresponding repre- 
sentation. Finally, our method shows how the group structure can be used to 
build representations. 
As a consequence of our main theorem we obtain a result on irreducible 
characters of the symplectic groups Sp(2n,q) for odd prime powers q. It is 
shown in Corollary (8.14.) that Sp(2n,q) has irreducible characters of degree 
+(qn+ 1) and +(q”-- l), and a formula for their character values is given. 
The representations of Sp(2n, q) of degree +(q” + 1) and +(q” - 1) are known 
as the Weil representations of Sp(2n,q) and they are studied extensively by 
Gerardin in ([l l]), using Lie group theoretic methods. Ward ([7]), Isaacs ([5]) 
and Seitz ([6]) use other, more general methods to prove that Sp(2n,q) has 
characters of such a degree if q is an odd prime power. 
In ([5]) results on the character values are found; Isaacs gives an algorithm 
to compute them ([5], pp. 619-621). In fact, inspection of Isaacs paper provides 
evidence that the characters mentioned in (IS]) are the same as those given here 
in Corollary (8.14.). 
We should remark that in case of p = 2 our approach does not work. One 
reason is that it is crucial for our construction of an extension that N avoids 
Inn(E). If p # 2 we get this situation in a natural way by imposing the condition 
that H is a complement of Inn(E) in Aut ZcEj(E) (this is Hypothesis (1.1 .e)). If 
p = 2 no such complement exists if the order of Inn(E) exceeds 26, as shown by 
Griess in (121, Corollary 2). We will come back to the p =2-case in a future 
paper. 
We are indebted to the paper of Bolt, Room and Wall ([3]) which originated 
useful ideas. 
2. OUTLINE OF CONSTRUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
Our construction of an extension consists of 6 steps. 
Step 1. The structure of E is described in detail. ($§3,4) 
Step 2. In a natural way we derive the faithful irreducible representations of 
E, by Theorem (4.6), from the structure of E. We show that they are 
G-invariant. ($4) 
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Step 3. 
Step 4. 
Step 5. 
Step 6. 
The structure of Autz& E is pinned down and a complement ti of ) 
Inn(E) in Autz(&E) is constructed. ($5) 
The X-invariance of the faithful irreducible representations of E leads 
to the construction of projective representations of Es .A!? extending 
them. These projective representations are built up explicitly from a 
faithful representation of E, constructed in Step 2, by virtue of 
Theorem (5.13.). ($5) 
The projective representations of E. ti constructed in Step 4 are 
linearized (see Notations). ($6) 
It is shown how Step 4 and 5 generalize to an arbitrary complement. 
(§7) 
NOTATIONS. If A is a complex matrix we denote by A the complex con- 
jugate of A; AutzcE)(E)= (h~Aut(E) 1 h(x)=x if XEZ(E)}; F,=Z/pZ; 
f : Fj”’ x Fim-+FP is the symplectic form given by 
f:((al,...,a2m),(P1,...,P*m>)I- I? (aiPm+i-am+irBi); 
i=l 
Fjm will always be considered as the symplectic space of dimension 2m over Fp 
equipped with the non-degenerate symplectic form f; @ : Fp”” x Fjm-tFp is the 
function defined by 
0 : ((al, . . . . a2A (PI, . . . . P2mW-+ i am+iPi 
i=] 
M,(C) is the C-algebra consisting of the n x n-complex matrices; Tr : M,,(C)+C 
is the trace map. 
Sp(2m, p) is the group of linear transformations on Fj” preserving the sym- 
plectic form f. If T is an element of Sp(2m, p), we denote by cr the number of 
elements of Fp”” fixed by T. 
Additional notation is standard and can be found in [4]. To say that a 
projective representation P of a group G can be linearized means that P is 
projectively equivalent to an ordinary representation of G; i.e. there exists a 
function 2 : G-+c such that the map 
xl-A(x)P(x) 
is a representation of G. 
3. SOME BASIC RESULTS 
The following Lemma is well-known; we provide a proof for convenience. 
LEMMA (3. I .). Suppose E satisfies (l.la,b,c). Let C, be the cyclic group of 
order n=pjZ(E)l. Put G=EoC,,, being the central product of E and C,, 
amalgamating Z(E). Let r = IZ(E)l, and C,, = (z). Then G has generators 
x1, . . . , xzm satisfying 
a) /GI =p”“n=p 2m+1 IZ(E)l; Z(G) = C,, 
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b) (i) [X;,Xm+i]=zr, lsism 
(ii) xf= 1, lsis2m, and 
(iii) [Xj,xk] = 1 unless {j,k} is {i,m + i} for some i, 1 lilm. 
c) Each element of G can be expressed uniquely in the form 
with 1 lacsn; O<ailp- 1, i= 1, . . . . 2m. 
PROOF. The group G/Z(G) is elementary abelian as G/Z(G)=E/Z(E) and E 
satisfies (1.1 .c). Note that Z(G) = C,,. Hence G satisfies (1.1 .a,b,c). Since 
G/Z(G) is elementary abelian, it can be considered as a vector space, say V, 
over Fp. Define f: T/x V+Fp by 
[x, y] = (z’)f@, I) where R = XC,, and J = yC, . 
Then f is a well-defined, non-degenerate, symplectic form on V. 
By [8, Satz 11.9.6.1 it is possible to find a F,-basis {u1,v2, . .. . uZm) for V, such 
that 
f(Ui,U,+i)=l* llilm;f(Uj,Ok)=O unless {j,k} is {i,m+i} 
for some i, llism. 
Choose ai E G such that aiC,, = ui holds, i= 1, . . . ,2m. We know that a: = (f)’ 
(t21). Define xi:=ai*z-‘. Then (Xi)P=l and XiCn=Vi holds. 
The only thing left to check is unicity in (c). Namely, suppose 
with l~a,,beIn; lla,,bilp--1 for i=1,...,2m, then 
Kf’**.X2m %=$l...X -&m 2m 
SO C?i=bi for i= 1, . . . . 2m as {Xi, . . . . x22m} is a basis for V. But then ai = bi for 
all i. This proves the theorem. + 
We need also some basic results concerning Gauss’ sums. 
THEOREM (3.2.) (Gauss). For n E N, 
r 
(1 +i)fi if n=O (mod 4) 
n-l 
c 
.T=O 
fiifn=l (mod 4) 
= 
i 
Oifn=2 (mod 4) 
I ifiifn=3(mod4) 
PROOF. See [9, Satz 2111 + 
We write 
m-1 
0, = c e2nis2/m. 
s=o 
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Any quadratic form in n variables defined over a field of odd characteristic 
is equivalent o a diagonal form cl X: + *-a + c,Xi; this is proved, for instance, 
in [lo, Corollary (2.4.)]. 
By this result and Theorem (3.2) the following holds. 
THEOREM (3.3.). Let p be an odd prime number, V a k-dimensional vector 
space over Fp and r a quadratic form on V over Fp. Then for [ = e2ni’p, CT@’ 
can be defined in a natural way. We have 
with n a non-negative integer. If 7 is defined on Fp by r(a) = C. a’, c+O, then 
tip, ~ = (;). Op where (5) is Legendre’s symbol. + 
We now prove a theorem that will be used in section 4. 
THEOREM (3.4.). Let G be a non-abelian finite group with normal subgroups 
A and B such that 
(1) G=AB 
(2) AnBcZ(G) 
(3) IAl = IBl 
(4) A Cl B is complemented in A 
(9 Go(B) = Z(B) 
(6) [A, B] is cyclic. 
Then G has an irreducible representation, afforded by the group structure 
of G, whose character vanishes off AnB. 
Moreover this representation has degree [B : (A n B)] = [G : (A 0 B)] “2. 
PROOF. Let [A : (A n B)] = [B : (A fl B)] = r. Choose a complement 
(1 =al,a2, . . . . a,} forAnBinAandatransversal{1=b,,b2,...,b,} forAnB 
in B. The set { aibj 11 I i, Jo r} is a transversal for A fl B in G by (1). Consider 
an arbitrary element g = zaibj, z E A 0 B. 
We define a function g : B+ B in the following way: 
g(d.bk):=zdai(bjbk)ai-‘, for all dEAnB, llklr. 
We have that 
(3.4.1.) 3 =20/i where 0 denotes composition. 
Indeed, let g= taibj, h =sa,b,,, (&se A nB), then aial= a, for some n and 
gh=ts[bj,at]a,bjb, (by (2)), SO gZ(bk)=ts[bj,at]a,bjbmbka[‘. 
But h(bJ = s. [at, b,Alb,bk (by CW, so 
g((L(b,)) = ts* [a,, b,bk]atbjb,bka; ’ 
=ts a;‘bk’b,‘alb,bkaibib,bka;’ 
= ts a;‘(bc ‘6, ‘a,b,b& ‘)atatbjb,bka;’ 
=ts a.b.a b b a-‘a” r_tlmk/ I 0-v (2)) 
= tS[bj, alla,, bj b, bka,,Y ’ (again by (2)). 
This proves (3.4.1.). 339 
Now [A, B] is a non-trivial subgroup of G because G is non-abelian, and (5) 
and (3) hold; furthermore, [A, B] c A fl B C Z(G) so [A, B] is cyclic and central. 
Let A be a linear character of Z(G) restricting faithfully to [A, B]. 
Let I/ be the r-dimensional C-vector space, with basis {_bi 11 I is r}. For any 
g= tajbj, the map D(g) : I/--+ V defined by 
where bjbk = n(j, k). b, (n(j, k) EA fI B), is a linear operator on I/. 
By (3.4.1.) we have that D(g)D(h) = D(gh) when g, h E G. So x(g) : = Tr(D(g)) 
is a character of G. 
‘We have 
x(ta;) = C A(t[Ui* bk]) and X(ta; bj) = 0 if bj # 1. 
k 
For any i with 1 I is r the map b-t [a;, b] for b E B, is an endomorphism of B 
by (2), non-trivial if i# 1 following (5), and its image is a cyclic group. 
Hence CbEB A([a;, b]) =0 whenever if 1. But then 
x(tai) = C A(t[a;, bkl) = A(t). C l([uis bkl) 
k k 
1 
= ~ A(t)* C J([a;,b])=O if ai# 1. 
IAnBl beB 
So x vanishes off AnB. If ai= 1 then ~(t)=r.A(t), with r= [B: (A nB)] = 
[A : (AflB)]. 
We see 
1x3x1= j+ ,,,cnR Ix(f)12= +-j IAnBIer 
=lAnBj-‘.IAl.IBI.IGI-‘=l 
so x is irreducible. This proves the theorem. + 
REMARK (3.5.). In the sequel of this paper we consider a group E satisfying 
(1.1 .a,b,c), and (3.1.~) as well. The reason is that (3.1.~) is a convenient 
property which enables us to construct the representations of E and their ex- 
tensions in a proper way. The assumption that (3.1.~) should hold is not as 
restrictive as it seems to be. The reason is, that given a group ,!?, satisfying 
(l.l.a,b,c) then Lemma (3.1) learns that for a cyclic group C as in Lemma 
(3.1.), ,??o C satisfies (3.1 .c) as well. Now every irreducible representation of ,!? 
extends to Bo C. Furthermore we have Aut z&!?) c Aut&!?O C) as there are 
well-defined elements fi;~ Aut@o C) with h^(ec) : = h(e)c, h E Autz&) and 
e E 8. Suppose we have shown that Inn@0 C) has a complement K in 
Aut,(E”o C) and that the faithful irreducible representations of ,??o C extend 
to $0 C) . K. Then the faithful irreducible representations of i? are extendible 
to ~(KnAutz(&)). But KnAut zc&) is a complement to Inn(E) in 
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AutZ(E)(E), which proves that it suffices to consider groups satisfying 
(l.l.a,b,c) and (3.1.~). 
From now on we assume that E satisfies (l.l.a,b,c) and (3.1.~). 
4. GROUP STRUCTURE 
Recall that E has generators {x1, . . . ,x2,,,} (see (3.1.)). The subgroup 
Ez= (Z(E),x,,+,, . . . . x,,) is an abelian normal subgroup of E with index pm. 
As E satisfies the conditions of Theorem (3.4.), we construct a representation 
of E like it was done in the proof of that theorem. 
DEFINITION (4.1.). Let x= .z’“xfl -..x$!,- E E. Define the function ,? : E2-+E2 by 
qy) = $JO rx;’ . . . x$ x2; ; . . . x;2$7y]xz; 1 . . . x;,my .
So for XE (xl, . . . . x,), i? acts as conjugation by x- ’ and for XE E2, 2 acts as 
left multiplication by x. The action of arbitrary 2 is a composition of these 
actions. 
To simplify our notation we introduce a bilinear form @ on Fi”’ by 
@(cI,P)= i (Y,+~P~, with a=@,, . . ..Q.,), B=(Pr, . . ..P&. 
r=l 
By abuse of notation we define, for x=?‘x~‘~~~x~$ and y=zbOxpl...x~~, 
4(x, y) to be #(a, /3) with a = (a,, . . . . aim), p= (b,, . . . . b2,J where a is the class 
of a modulo p. 
(4.2.) We define xa, for a=(G, . . . . a&~Fz”‘, to be xff’-..xi$. 
From the definition of the functions ,i? it follows that 
(4.3.) _?(z”g)=z’i(g) for all xeE, geEz, aE{O,l,... }. 
Put E= IZ(E)//p. We have 
(4.4.) g(y)=-7 00 + WQY, x)X%2 + I m+l -x;$y. 
The vector space C[E*/Z(E)] has dimension pm over C and a basis given by 
B:= {YZ(E)[YEE,); we will write p = yZ(E) for all y E E,. 
Let W= C[E,/Z(E)], o = eZni’lZ@)l. 
We now introduce a map D : E+End( W) by 
(4.5.) D(x)(~):=o’~+‘~(~~,~).(x~~l . ..x.gy) 
for all x = i+xXffl . . . $~EE and ~EE~/Z(E). 
Choose some ordering on B and identify, for all XE E, D(x) with the matrix 
of D(x) corresponding to this ordered basis. Then D: E-+Mpm(C). 
THEOREM (4.6.). The map D constructed in (4.5.) is an irreducible, faithful 
complex representation of E. 
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PROOF. We prove that D is a homomorphism. This amounts to proving that 
(G) = @ for all x, y E E. To this end it suffices to show that the statement holds 
if we take x and y of the form x:1 . ..xl$ and xpl . ..xi$ respectively, because 
of (4.3.). 
In this case we have 
xy=z - MX ~1~0, + b, %m + b,m 
(4.6.1.) 
I . ..X*. 
=Z -WC& ~9~4 dzrn I ..*x2m 
with d;=a;+bi, i= 1, . . . . 2m. 
We see 
*(g(a)) = 5?( [xfl . . . x2, x2; 1 . . . xi$a]xk; ; . . . xiza) 
.xdm+, xd2ma m+l.” 2m 
=2 -WCC Y) b, [x1 . ..x$.xdm+l m+, . ..x~$a][xffl...x~.xdm+l m+l . ..x$$a]. 
.xdm+, xd2ma m+l... 2m 
=2 - w% Y) 4 [X1 . ..X$. X$Gi . ..Xfjp]X$$ i . . .xt$a 
=x>(a). 
So D is a representation of E. 
The degree of D is pm because I&/Z(E)/ =p”‘, and D IzCEj(x) =A(x).I$, 
where I is a faithful linear character of Z(E); this follows immediately by (4.5.). 
Now dm = deg(D) so nE(x) =p”Tr(D(x)) by Frobenius reciprocity. So 
Tr(D(x)) vanishes off Z(E) and therefore D is irreducible by [4, (2.29.)]. 
This also implies that D is faithful as D is faithful on Z(E) and 7?(D) vanishes 
off Z(E). + 
DEFINITION (4.7.). We write A * := (&r. A complex matrix A is called 
unitary when (&r = A - ‘, where A r is the transpose of A. 
THEOREM (4.8.). The matrices D(x), XE E, are unitary with respect to any 
ordering of B. 
PROOF. We have D(x) *(x2; i . . . xi$y) = w _ (aO+EO(xy~x)) .J if x = ~~~~~~ . . . x;,$ 
and y E E2, by Definition (4.5.). So 
(4.8.1.) D(~)*(~)=w-(~~+~~(~~~)).x,-~+~...x~~y. 
We have 
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Therefore 
But 4 is bilinear so -@(X,X) + 4(x- ‘y, x- ‘) = - @(JJ, x). 
Substitution in (4.8.3.) and comparison with (4.8.1.) gives D(x))‘(Y) = 
D(x)*(J) so D(x) is unitary with respect to any ordering of B = {y 1 y E I$}. + 
THEOREM (4.9.). If E is a normal subgroup of some group X with 
Z(E) c Z(X), then D is invariant in X. 
PROOF. This is evident as Tr(D) vanishes off Z(E) and Z(E) c Z(X). + 
COROLLARY (4.10.). For h E Autz(,,(E), the representation xl-+D(h(x)) of E 
is linearly equivalent to the representation D as constructed in (4.5.). 
PROOF. Consider the semi-direct product E. Autz(&E) and apply Theorem 
(4.9.). + 
Corollary (4.10.) is important. It implies that for any subgroup S of 
Aut,,,(E), there exists a projective representation of the semi-direct product 
E. S which extends D (see [4, Theorem 11.2.1). 
We will show that for a complement of Inn(E) in Autz(,,(E), a projective 
extension of D can be constructed, and we will show how this projective repre- 
sentation can be linearized. This will be treated in sections 5 through 7. 
We make a final remark. 
REMARK (4.11.). Taking another generator of Z(E) we can construct a repre- 
sentation of E by mimicking the method we used to construct D. 
The theorems (4.6.) and (4.8.) hold, and the representation has the same 
degree as D but is not linearly equivalent to D. The number of generators of 
Z(E) is IZ(E)/ (p-1)/p. But IE’l =p so 
IE~= (Iz(E)~ ‘$). /E/z(E)~ + IE: ~‘1. 
The number of linear characters of E is /E : E’I, and CXEIr_) x(l)’ = I E I so 
we conclude that the representations constructed in the same way as D, by 
choosing different generators of Z(E) are all the representations of E (up to 
linear equivalence) of degree greater than 1. 
Moreover D is a representation over Q(ezni’lZ@)!), so every irreducible 
representation of E having degree greater than 1 is of the form D’I for some 
o in the Galois group of Q(e 2ni”Z(E)‘) over Q, as this Galoisgroup has order 
jZ(E)j (p - 1)/p. This proves the following well-known fact. 
THEOREM (4.12.). The group E has, up to linear equivalence, the following 
irreducible representations: I Z(E)/ (p - 1)/p faithful irreducible representations 
of degree IE: Z(E)\+ and / E//p representations of degree 1. 
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COROLLARY (4.13.). The statement of Theorem (4.12.) holds for any group 
L satisfying (l.la, b, c). 
PROOF. By Theorem (3.1.) we know that (4.12.) holds for Lo C. The result 
follows by a standard argument linking representations of L to representations 
of L 0 C which we omit because it is well-known. + 
5. PROJECTIVE REPRESENTATIONS 
We commence with explaining why a restrictive condition on the group H in 
the semi-direct product E-H cannot be circumvented if we aim to extend the 
faithful representations of E to E.H. 
THEOREM (5.1.). No faithful irreducible character of E can be extended to 
E. Inn(E). 
PROOF. Consider a projective representation P of Es Inn(E) which extends a 
faithful representation X of E. It satisfies 
p(e) - ‘Me))&?) = X(e) 
for all Q E Inn(E), e E E. Fix Q E Inn(E), say e(e) = [x, e]e for some x E E. Then 
P(Q) = 1. X(x). Indeed, we have X(x) _ ‘X@(e))X(x) = X(e) for all e E E, and X is 
irreducible, so we may apply Schur’s lemma. 
But Inn(E) = E/Z(E) is abelian by (1.1). Therefore extendibility of X to a 
representation of E. Inn(E) implies P@)P(r) = P(r)P(@) for all Q, T E Inn(E), so 
X(x)X(y) = X(y)X(x) for all x, y E E by the previous argument. But X is faithful 
so E should be abelian. Contradiction with (1.1). + 
COROLLARY (5.2.). A faithful irreducible character of E can be extended 
to E- S with S c Inn(E) if and only if S = S */Z(E) with S * an abelian subgroup 
of E. 
PROOF. The only if-part is a consequence of the proof of Theorem (5.1.). The 
if-part is an immediate consequence of the fact that any projective represen- 
tation P which extends a faithful representation of E to E. S satisfies P(.o)P(r) = 
P(s)P@) for all Q, 7~s (because S* is abelian) and therefore can be linearized. 
([4, Lemma (11.15.), (11.16.)]) + 
The following theorem shows how the faithful characters of E behave with 
respect to the quotient E. Inn(E)/E. 
THEOREM (5.3.). For any faithful irreducible representation X of E there 
exists an irreducible representation Q of E. Inn(E) such that Q2(, is similar to 
X+ ... +X (deg(X) times). 
PROOF. Character theoretically this is an immediate consequence of the fact 
that 1) E-Inn(E)/E is an abelian chief factor of E.Autz,,(E), 2) Tr(3E) is 
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invariant in E.AutZ&E) and 3) the “going-up” theorem [4, Problem (6.12.)]. 
Indeed, the application of Theorem (5.1.) eliminates possibility 6.12.(c) in 
14, Problem (6.12.)] and because of 2), 6.12.(a) does not hold either. + 
A proof constructing representations of E and E. Inn(E) which satisfy 
Theorem (5.3.) can be given, but it would digress to much (as Theorem (5.3.) 
is merely illustrative) and is therefore omitted. 
It is Theorem (5.1.) which justifies that we focus our attention on semi-direct 
products E. S with sn Inn(E) = { 1). We show that Inn(E) has a complement in 
Aut,,,,(E); to this end we make some preliminary observations. 
Let w E Aut,&E). Then the following holds 
(5.4.) 
a) [v/(x”), &xB)] = [xa, xs] for all (Y, /3 E Fj”’ 
b) u/(z”x*) = &?‘xa)~xa’, with &Yx”) an element of Z(E), for all z”x” E E 
c) o : F;“-F;“, induced by w and given by a(a)=a’, is a linear transfor- 
mation which preserves the standard symplectic form f. 
(5.4.a), b)) are evident, (5.4.~)) is a consequence of (5.4.a)) and of 
(5.5.) [xa,xflj =~&.f(aJ). 
We see that for x= z”x”, the action of I,V E AutztE)(E) can be described as 
w(x) = w(z”x”) = C(x) - xTCa) 
where TE Sp(2m, p) and 4’ is a map from E into Z(E). 
DEFINITION (5.6.). Let TE Sp(2m, p). Define cr.: E-+Z(E) by 
cr(z~xa) = Za(Z~)i(O(a, a)- @C% r@); 
we mean by + the integer +(p+ 1). 
LEMMA (5.7.). For all x= z”xa, y = zbxp and TE Sp(2m, p) we have 
&.(x)Cr(y)z --E.@VG r/G = cT(xYh 
PROOF. It is sufficient to take a = b =0 since CT(&) = t. [r(x) for XE E, 
t E Z(E). Since TE Sp(2m, p), 
@(TP Ta) - @(TG TB) = HP, a) - @(a, P) (*) 
holds and therefore 
Cr(x”x9 
=z - @(a. P) . Z+hNa + P, a + 6) - 4Vb + PI. T(a + 8))) 
= z f&W + A a + P) - @CT@ + P), T(a + P)) - 2#@. P)) 
=Zt&(~(a.a)+~(P,P)+O(P.a)-$(cr,8)-9(Ta,Ta)-~(TBTTB)).Z~~(-~(TCr,TP)-9(TB.Ta)) 
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which proves the lemma. + 
DEFINITION (5.8.). Let TE Sp(2m, P). Define r(lr: E+E by 
PT(z”x*) = [&“x”) * xVa). 
THEOREM (5.9.). The set %:={pTITESp(2m,p)} is a subgroup of 
Aut,,,,(E), isomorphic to Sp(2m, p), complementing Inn(E) in Atit,,,( 
PROOF. We have to show the following. 
1) pr is an automorphism of E whenever TE Sp(2m, p) 
2) ti is a subgroup of Aut,&E) isomorphic to Sp(2m, p) 
3) Aut,(,)(E) = X. Inn(E), tifl Inn(E) = { idE}. 
Re 1) We see that pr is surjective by definition, and that &.(xy) =~T(x)~T(y) 
by Lemma (5.7.). If &(z”x”) = 1 then T(a) = (0, . . . ,0) and thus (Y = (0, . . . ,O). 
But ,&-(za) =za (see (5.6.)), so Ker(pr) = {l}. 
Re 2) We show that c%’ is a group. 
Indeed, since p(T 1 ZcEj = idZCEj, it holds that 
~r(~&O~a)) =fir(Za[s(Xa)XS(a)) = z”[s(x*) ’ cT(x”“‘) *xTsCa) 
E =zqz ) +(@(a, a) - @V.%(r), TskW?yTs(a) _ - [&“x*) ‘x Ts(d 
=&s(Z”xa). 
So p$s =pTs. Hence it fOllOWS immediately that Yt? iS isomorphic t0 Sp(2m, p). 
Re 3) The second part of 3) is a direct consequence of (5.8.). 
We have seen in (5.4.) that an automorphism v/EAu~~(&E) induces a sym- 
plectic transformation on E/Z(E). 
So we have a natural homomorphism 
Aut&E)+Sp(2m, P). 
The kernel, say X, of this homomorphism is 
{h E Aut,,,,(E) 1 h fixes every coset xZ(E), x E E}. 
If h E AC then h(x) = z’@) ax for all xeE, with O~n(x)zzlZ(E)j-1. 
Now x-+o”@) is a linear character of E with Z(E) contained in its kernel. So 
we have a monomorphism .X-+Irr(E/Z(E)) and thus 1x1 I IInn(E)I. But 
Inn(E by (l.l.), so X=Inn(E). We see 
IAut.&E)l = lInn(E)I. ISp(% P>I 
and thus 
Aut,(,)(E) = Inn(E). G?Z? + 
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LEMMA (5.10.). Let ,u+S, XEE. Then pr(x) =z”x implies pr(x)=x. 
PROOF. By definition (5X), pr(xa) = cr(x”)xT’“). So pr(xa) = zaxa* 
T(a) = (Y* [r(xE) = 1 JF(r(X”) =xa. + 
REMARK (5.11.). Let X be an irreducible complex representation of a group 
H, with degree n. Then M,,(C)=X(c[H]). 
In other words, any complex matrix with n rows and n columns can be 
written as a c-linear combination of matrices X(h), h E H. This is a well-known 
fact which is proved for instance, in [4, (9.2.)]. 
We return to the representation D of E constructed in (4.5.). Now D is in- 
variant in E. Ye, hence for each TE Sp(2m, p) there is some invertible matrix 
P(pr) EM~~(UJ, depending on T only, such that 
(5.12.) P(pr) -‘D(,ur(x))P(ur) = D(x), for all XE E. 
These matrices P(pr) afford a projective representation extending D (see 
[4, Theorem (11.2.)]. Furthermore Remark (5.11.) tells us that for each 
T~Sp(2rn,p), P(,+) is a C-linear combination of the matrices D(x), xcE. 
The proof of the following theorem shows how to extend a G-invariant 
irreducible faithful representation R of a normal subgroup N of G, to a pro- 
jective representation X of G such that X can be composed out of matrices 
representing R. 
In the statement of the theorem we use that if G is a group, and N a normal 
subgroup of G, that conjugation in G induces an action of G on N/Z(N). 
If gg G we denote by CN,z(N)(g) the subgroup of N/Z(N) consisting of all 
elements which are fixed under the action of g. 
THEOREM (5.13.). Let G be a finite group, N a non-abelian normal subgroup 
of G, such that Z(G) 2 Z(N) and A = N/Z(N) is abelian. Let {x, la E A} be a 
transversal for Z(N) in N. Suppose .S IS a G-invariant faithful irreducible repre- 
sentation of N. Then the following holds 
(a) Let 3= {g,)i= 1, . . . . IG : NI}, g, = 1, be a transversal for N in G. Then we 
define the map n3 : G+GL(deg(E), Q by 
( 1 r/3(%) =W) ,cA(gi), a?* E(giXag; ‘Xi ‘) > 
where gi E 3, and n EN. 
Out of the transversal 3: and the group structure of N/Z(N), a transversal 
9 can be determined for which ns is a projective representation of G, 
extending 8. For every gi E 9 we have CA(gi) = CN(gi)/Z(N). 
(b) If 93 is some transversal for N in G with 1 E ‘8 and CA(k) = C,(k)/Z(N) 
for all k E ‘3, then na, defined as in (a), is a projective representation of G 
extending z. 
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PROOF. For any transversal ~‘={gili=l,...,IG:NI} for N in G the fol- 
lowing holds 
(5.13.1.) z(:(n)qJgi) =qg(gi).;“(g;‘ngj) for all n EN and 1 lil IG:NI. 
Indeed, by definition 
1 ~. 
V&i)= ~~~~~~~~ oFA 3:“(gix&;‘X~‘)9 
and we have that Z(G) > Z(N) from which we conclude that 
(5.13.2.) the definition of q3, is independent of the choice of a transversal for 
Z(N) in N. 
Using the definition of q3,, we have that 
IG,(&)l *~(“(n)rlg,(g;) 
= Z(:“(n) . C E(giXugi_ 'Xi ‘) = C E("(ngiXog; 'Xi ‘) 
UEA OEA 
= oFA s(ngi(g; ‘Xogi)g; ‘(g; ‘Xogi) - ‘) (by 5.13.2.) 
(by (5.13.2.)) 
= .~A ~(X~g;'X,-'ngi)= C Z(giX~g;'X~'g;'tlgi) 
OEA 
(again by (5.13.2.)) 
= Ic,4(gi)l ’ rlg4Ti)z~~~ lngi)* 
This proves (5.13.1.). 
(5.13.3.) Let 3: be a transversal for N in G with 1~3, and r/&)#O for all 
y E 3. Then Q defines a projective representation of G extending E. 
PROOF. AsE” 1s G-invariant, we know that for all y E 3 some invertible matrix 
S(y) exists with S(y) - ‘E(n)S(y) = E(J- ‘ny). Hence we have by Schur’s Lemma 
and (5.13.2.) that for allyE3, q@)=L(y)*S(y) with A(~)EC. So qg(y)#O for 
all y ~3 implies that qg(y) is invertible for all ye 3. Furthermore ~~(1) = 
Z de@), so Q defines a projective representation extending .? (see the proof of 
[4, Theorem (11.2)]). This proves (5.13.3.). 
We will show that a transversal 3, as meant in (5.13.3), exists. As B is an irre- 
ducible faithful representation of N, Z(N) is cyclic and Tr(.?) ( ZcNj = deg(E) - A 
where J is a faithful linear character of Z(N). By ([4, Theorems (2.30.), (2.31.)]) 
we have that T@(n)) = 0 if n EN- Z(N). We make the following observation 
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(5.13.4.) Let 3’= {gili= 1, . . . . IG:NI} be a transversal for N in G, with 
g,=l. Then 
1 
____ * Tr(4Qgi)>= ~~~~~~~~ 1 TtfZ((giX,g[ ‘XL ‘))a 
(IE CA(&) 
Indeed, we only need to consider those X, for which giX,gi- ‘xi ’ E Z(N), as 
Tr(E) vanishes off Z(N). But this means that x,Z(N)=gi(X,,Z(N))gi-‘, SO 
a~ CA&i), and (5.13.4.) follows. 
For any cr E Inn(N) there is some n EN such that (w(x) = nxn -’ for all x E N; 
as N’ c Z(N) we have that (Y(x)x- ’ E Z(N) for all x E N. We introduce an iso- 
morphism A : Inn(N)-+Irr(N/Z(N)) by /;(o)(n) = A(cr(n)n - ‘), for all n EN. 
It is straightforward to verify that h is a well-defined homomorphism; that 
h is in fact an isomorphism follows from the faithfulness of 1. 
Now let C,(gi) = M/Z(N); for x E M and 1 I is IG : N / we have that 
giXg; ’ = Qi(X)*x with Qi(X)EZ(N). The map Io@;:M-+C- {0}, defined by 
(A o@;)(x) =~(Q;(x)), is a linear character of M with Z(N) contained in its 
kernel (as Z(N) c Z(G)). Regard A 0~; as an irreducible character of M/Z(N). 
Then it is extendible to some t,u E Irr(N/Z(N)) as N/Z(N) is abelian. 
By the preceding discussion v/ =A@;) for some cri E Inn(N). Therefore 
L(oi(n)n - ’ ) = w(n) for all n EN and in particular A(oi(m)m - ‘) = v/(m) for all 
m EM. By the faithfulness of Iz we have ui(m)m - ’ = ,pi(m), and we see that 
gjmgi- ’ = @j(m)‘m=~j(m)* 
NOW aj is induced by some rj~ N, SO gjmgj- ’ = rjmrj-’ (take rl = 1); that 
means 
(5.13.5.) r[‘gimg;‘rj=m for all mEM, llillG:N(. 
Define B:={r~‘gili=l,...,IG:N(}; we claim that 
C,(ri’gi)=CN(r~‘gi)/Z(N), l~i~lG:Nl. 
Indeed, CA(rj- ‘gi) = C,(gi) for all 1~ ir IG : N I, as N/Z(N) is abelian, so the 
claim is a direct consequence of (5.13.5.). By (5.13.4.) we have 
= deg(Z) (by (5.13.5)) 
so qg(gj) #O for all 1 I ir IG : N I. Now part (a) of Theorem (5.13.) follows by 
(5.13.3.). 
Let % be a transversal with 1 E !I?, satisfying C,(k) = C,(k)/Z(N) for all 
k E !I?. Then by (5.13.4.) we have that Tr(q%(k)) =deg(z) for all kE%. Hence 
(5.13.(b)) follows from (5.13.3.). This proves the theorem. + 
a 
We apply Theorem (5.13.) as follows. 
The group Y6 is a complement o E in the semidirect product E-X, so ~8? is 
transversal for E in E..%f Also, {xa\a E F;“‘} is a transversal for Z(E) in E. 
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Put A =E/Z(E). We claim that CA(pu,) = C,(pr)/Z(E) for all ,D~EX 
Indeed, by definition of the semidirect product E. Yf we have that 
~rxa,ur I =p&F); so, if some x0. Z(E) E CA&), then (~~x~~~-I)(x”)-’ E Z(E) 
and thus lur(x”)=t.xa for some t EZ(E). Now Lemma (5.10.) applies and we 
-see that pr(~?) =xa hence xac C,(pr); this proves the claim. 
By Hypothesis (1 . 1 .), G = E. c%!? the conditions Theorem (5.13.) 
N=E. By (4.6.) and Z=D satisfies conditions of 
(5.13.) as 
We therefore allowed to Theorem (5.13.(b)) order to 
that the 
( 
1 
=(Ze)-i-I~(Ta,Ta)+~(a-2Tcl,a)l.xTa-a (by (4.8.2.) and (5.8.)). 
Also D(f) = v *Ip, with v=e2”@, by (4.5.). We can modify the formula 
for P by substitution. Hence the following holds. 
THEOREM (5.14.). The map P : Em %+Mpm(C) given by 
P(xPr)=D(x) $ 
( 
c v -j[O(T(a), T(a))+@+ 2T(a),a)l. D(~V-O@)) 
..F; > 
is a projective representation of E. ,%’ which extends D. + 
Let TE Sp(2m, p). Then Theorem (5.14) gives well-defined complex numbers 
A x~,T such that 
P(,+) = C &, r.D(xa). 
CEF? 
We have that 
JXTo_, T= v -+t@(r@), r@))+@(a-2r(a)Ya)l for all o E F2m 
P ’ 
and A XY, r= 0 if y is not of the form Tp-p for some p E Fj”‘. 
We close this section by listing some properties of the projective represen- 
tation P, using this description of P. 
LEMMA (5.15.). 
1) P(p()*= P&i), for all firE S 
2) P(y)*=P(y-‘), for all y~E.ti 
3) TW(zaxaW = o otherwi:e -x 
[E: Z(E)] . A (T-/U, r. v -f(TY,y). c/ if Q = Ty - y 
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4) The number of non-zero coefficients 1,. r which determine P(,+) is equal 
to p2m/CT=p(codimension of ET) 
5) If TE Sp(2m, p) fixes only the zero-vector then Tr(P(xp,)) # 0 for all x E E. 
PROOF. We prove 1). It is evident that cr=cr-~, and by definition 
P(rl(r) = $ 1 D(r~(r(x’). (xa)-‘) (see (5.14.)). 
(I 
A direct verification shows that 
XQr(Xa))- l =puT-I(xTa). (xTa)- l. 
But D(x8) * = D((xa) - ’ ) 
=-. 
CT-1 
all /~EF;~, (4.8.)) so 
* (?) - ‘) - ’ 
c D(fiT-‘(X? * (x”) - ‘) 
a 
which proves 1). 
Furthermore, 2) follows directly from l), using that y = xpr implies 
Y -‘=(pr-1(x-‘))/+ I and the eXpreSSiOn P(XpT) =D(x)&+). 
We prove 3). We have that Tr(D(x')) = 0 if a 20. Furthermore, p(pr) is a 
linear combination of matrices D(x(~-‘)~) by Theorem (5.14.). 
Hence by definition of P(,ur) we know that Tr(P(zax"puT)) = 
Tr(D(zax')~P(,uT)) =0, if (Y is not of the form (T--1)/3. Next assume that 
a=(T-Z)y, y~$"'. Then 
TtfP(z’~~pT)) = T@(z“x~~-“)~ P(pT)) 
= Tr(D(z”xTy- y). [A,Y Q, ,,- .Ll(xy - Ty)]), 
(by Tr(D(x'))=O if 6#0). 
Now we substitute the formula defining &~ry,r and use (4.8.2.) to obtain: 
Tr(D(zaxTY-Y)4'(pT)) 
=[E:Z(E)]+ .v -~[-~(TY,TY)-~(Y.Y)+~~(Y.TY)I.~” 
=[E: Z(E)]++ -~I-~~T~.T~)-~(Y,Y)+~~(TY.~)I.~-~(TY,~).~~ 
= [E: Z(E)]*. ;Z;W,Y, T’ V -f(Trs y) . w~ 
It is evident that 4) holds, and 5) is a special case of 4). + 
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6. LINEARIZATION OF P 
We extend the results of the previous section by showing how the projective 
representation P can be linearized to an irreducible representation B of Es Yt’ 
which extends D. 
As P is given by 
it is natural to consider the projective representation r of JZ given by 
r:~Twp(rl(T)* 
Indeed, if /1 linearizes r we immediately have a linearization of P by 
B : X,t++D(X)/L(pT). 
But this representation B will be an extension of D, as /i(pr) =I,, . 
As Tis a projective representation there exist scalars (Y(,& fls) in C such that 
(6.1.) P(~~)'P(~us)=a(~~,~cs).P(~~rs); 
a is a function &?xYc’-C, the factor set of r. 
For convenience we write a(r s) instead of a(,,.+, &). 
LEMMA (6.2.). For any T, SE Sp(2m, p), a(T, S) = + 0, with k E Z,o, where 0, 
is the Gauss-sum associated with the odd prime p (see Theorem (3.2.)). 
PROOF. To obtain cr(T, S) we must take a closer look at the product 
P(pT).P(ps). By definition of the matrices P&T) (see Theorem (5.14.)) it is 
obvious that the coefficients Afl,r and AXqs, CXEF~~, determine the product 
P(pT) .P(ps). We also have 
(6.2.1.) Put p = Ta - a, where TE Sp(2m, p), a E Fj”. Then 
@(P, P) -f(a, Ta) = @(Ta, Ta) + #(a - 2Ta, a). 
The verification of (6.2.1.) is a trivial computation of course, but (6.2.1.) gives 
a convenient way to describe the coefficient AXa,r as we will show shortly. 
Put yr-= Im(T- I) and n = dimFp(YT). We fix distinct vectors eic, 1 I kr n 
of F;” such that 
{(T-Z)ei,, . . ..(T-Z)(ei.,)) 
is a basis for 9’r. The map S’T+Fj”’ given by 
k=l k=l 
can be extended to an operator, say Szr, of Fi”. Obviously, T(sZT(p)) - Q,(p) =p 
if PEgr. 
We claim 
(6.2.2.) Let fl~57r with p= Ta-a then f(a, Ta)=f(l2,(/3), TQT(p)). 
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Indeed, we find 
f(Q,(P), T%-(P)) =f(Q,(8) - T&(B), am,) 
=f(o - To, T%(8)) =f(o, T%(P)) -f(o, Q,(P)) 
=f(o, T@(P) - Q&3)) =f(a, Ta -a) =f(a, Tab 
Using (6.2.1.) and Theorem (5.14.) we immediately have the following corollary 
(6.2.3.) P(r((r)= C v - +ro6% 8) -f(Qr(8). ~wml . qxa). 
BE+ 
So (6.1.) and the fact that P&s) =I+ CB+O d@(xa), 8D~ C, imply 
(6.2.4.) = C 7%(P)) +fLQsuJ?. 
BEYT(JFS 
The of v (6.2.4.) is quadratic form the theorem if 
we Theorem (3.3.). 
SYMPLECTIC TRANSVECTIONS 
(6.1.) leads the following 
(6.3.) det(Z%+)) -dWY&) = dT Wm. deW(~d. 
We aim to describe det(P&)), TE Sp(2m,p), explicitly in order to retrieve 
NT, S). 
To this end we consider special transformations on the non-degenerate sym- 
plectic space Fim, called symplectic transvections. 
DEFINITION (6.4.). A map TE Sp(2m, p), T# idSp(2m,pj is called a symplectic 
transvection if there is a hyperplane W of F,f”, such that 
T(a)=a for all ae Wand Ty-ye W for all ~EF;“‘. 
Because Fj” is non-degenerate, W= </3> ’ for some /3 E Fj”’ - { 0} and we have 
for all y E Fi” that 
Tr = Y + c .J(Y, PIP 
for some ccF,- (0). 
Conversely, the elements p E Fj” - (0) and c E Fp - (0) define a symplectic 
transvection Tj given by 
(6.5.) Tj(a)=a+c._f(a,j3)/?. 
Proofs of these facts can be found in [8, Hilfssatz 11.9.17.1. 
The reason that we are interested in symplectic transvections is twofold. 
(1) The symplectic transvections of Sp(2m,p) generate Sp(2m,p) [8, Satz 1.9.18.1, 
(2) If T= Tj is a symplectic transvection, then P@r) has a convenient form: 
only p coefficients AXgr are non-trivial as T fixes a hyperplane (see 
Lemma ((5.15.), 4)). 
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We will compute det(P(&) if T is a symplectic transvection. Note that the 
computation of det(P(Z+)) for arbitrary T looks hopelessly difficult if one tries 
to do it in a direct way as P(z.+) is given in (5.14.) as a sum of matrices. Still 
we have the following result. 
THEOREM (6.6.). Let Tj be a symplectic transvection of Fj”. Then 
where (F) is Legendre’s symbol and L= Cz:i a=. 
In order to prove Theorem (6.6.) we return to the representation D of E as 
constructed in (4.5.). We have the following result. 
LEMMA (6.7.). 2m Let p E Fp . Then D(xa) has eigenvalues { 1, v, . vp- ’} , all 
with multiplicity pm-‘, if p#O. If p=O, D(xS)=Zpm has eigenvalue 1 with 
multiplicity pm. 
PROOF. LetpE Fi"- (0). Introduce the normal subgroup N= (xp) . E’ of E. 
Thus N is an elementary abelian group of order p2 as xB $ E’ and xB has order 
p. We apply Clifford’s theorem ([4, Theorem (6.2.)] to obtain 
Tr(D,) = e f; ~~1, with 6 (ZE(x))*gi = E. 
i=l i=l 
for some linear character x of N. 
Remember, xg(n) = x(gng - ‘) = x(gng - ‘n - ‘) .x(n) as x is linear. We have that 
[E : CE(xB)] =p so [E: Z&)] rp. But I&) # E as [E, N] = E’S Ker(D) by con- 
struction of D and therefore [E, NJ $Kerk). We conclude that [E: I,&)] =p. 
Now deg(D) =pm so 
(*) Tr(DN)=pm-’ i xgJ. 
i=l 
But E’ c Z(E), so 
xgl(xa) #xgj(xa) for all 15 i, jlp, i# j. 
Now xg(xp) is a power of v for all i= 1 , . . . . p so the values xG(xfl) are just 
l,v, . . . . vp- ’ . Conclusion: the eigenvalues of D(xfi) are 1, v, . . . , vp- ’ ; each with 
multiplicity pm - ’ by (*). This proves (6.7.). + 
PROOF OF THEOREM (6.6.). Let T= Tj. Then Im(T-I) = <p> and 
p-1 
= C v - f [k*‘$(,% 8) - k*f(n(8), ~~(,%)I . D(xkb) 
k=O 
where Q = $2, (by (6.2.3.)). 
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It is clear that 
(6 8 1 ) . . . @B)k = v - +W - lM(lr, 8). xw* 
Put P * = Q(P), r =fGW, PI, s = @(A PI. Then 
f(W), TWPN = cr2 
and therefore, by (6.8.1.), 
p(& = Pi’ vWr*-W .&)k. 
k-0 
By Lemma (6.7.) there is a matrix N such that 
N- ‘D(xB)N= L 
where L is the diagonal pm xp”-matrix given by 
L=diag((l,v, . . . . VP-‘), . . . . (1,v ,..., VP-‘)). 
Of course, N-‘(D(x~))~N= Lk. Let d be the p xp-diagonal matrix given by 
d =diag(l,v ,..., VP-‘). 
Note that r#O as 
T(fl*)=p*+c+r-j? and O#j?= Tp*-/3* 
by construction of QRT (see the proof of Lemma (6.2.)). 
After these preparations we are able to determine the value of det(P(&). 
We have 
(6.8.2.) det(P(pr)) = det( C p-’ vj[Ck+2-kS].Lk), 
k=O 
Since 
= [det( C p-’ V)ICk*r2-kS].dk)lpm-‘. 
k=O 
det( “c’ ,,+tC~*+k~l .nk) 
k=O 
= det( 
= det( 
P-1 
= n 
Cl=0 
P- 1 
= n 
vjc(rk- (s/2rc))2. v - jc(s/2rc)* . d k) 
k=O 
‘i’ v jc(rk- (~/2rc))~. d k) (as vp= 1) 
k=O 
( ‘i’ (,,jc)‘rk - (s/Zrc))’ 
. v@k) 
k=O 
( “c’ (,,+‘)V- ((s--VW)‘. (,, - +c)((s- 2a)/2rc)*. (,,~c)(s/~K)~) 
ll=O k=O 
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P-1 
=nv -+C((S-22a)/2rc)2_ * OP (by Corollary (3.3) and by vP = 1) 
0=0 
P-l 
*($, with /= C u2, 
o=o 
the proof of the theorem is complete, by invoking (6.8.2.). + 
REMARK. As CzIA a2 =i@- l)p(2p- 1) we see that in Theorem (6.6.), 
V 
-+c./.pm-l 
=l except ifp=3 and m=l. 
We are now able to describe det(P(pr)) for arbitrary T~Sp(2m,p). 
Let TE Sp(2m, p) and write T= lJy=, q, q a symplectic transvection for all 
i=l n. , ***, 
Then 
J’(PT)=W(~T,)=P( ir ,uT,)=WT,)-P( II ,qMW,, II T,))-‘. 
i-l i>l i>l 
Repeating this another (n - 1)-times we find 
n-1 
mT)=( n @vi, n q-9* Ii ~~LQ(). 
i=l j>i i=l 
Therefore, using Lemma (6.2.) and Theorem (6.6.) we find by taking deter- 
minants that 
(6.9.) det(P(pr)) = sign(T). vkr’pm-‘. t9pPm+; ur, k+H, sign(T) E { 1, - 1); 
observe that sign (T) is well-defined as p is odd, t$,= fp or ifp and v =e2ni’p. 
It is possible to determine the exact value of a,; it equals the codimension 
of the eigenspace of T associated with the eigenvalue 1. We denote this number 
by car. Hence p2m/~T=pCor. 
THEOREM (6.10.). Let T~Sp(2m,p). Then 
det(P(p,)) = sign(T). vkr’Pmm’. t9/m’co: k+ Z. 
PROOF. By (6.9.) it is enough to show that ar=cor. Lemma (5.15.) tells us 
that P(pr)*=P(pr~~). But 
(6.10.1.) ~(pr)P(r((r-l)=o(T,T-~).~ 
where ~(~,~):=~(T~,T~)+~(~-~TGI,~)+~(T-’~,T-~~)+~(~-~T-~~,~). 
Remember Tr(f’(pT)*P(pTm~))=a(T, T-‘)-pm. But Tr(D(x”))=O if Cr#O SO 
in order to compute Tr((p(pT)) *&$I~- I)) we need only to consider products 
D(x(~-~)~) .D(x(~-‘-‘)B) := 1 .D($‘) with y = 0. 
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In other words, for any (r E Fj”’ we only need to consider those Z? EF_” for 
which (T-‘-Z)P= -(T-Z)cr that is, /3-T(o)= T-‘(B- T(a)). For these /3 we 
find, using that T preserves the form f, that 
v - Ms8). @Wy. @$Tm’-mp = 1. 
Hence, 
cr(T, T-*)-pm= Tr(P(p,).P(/+l))= $ 
( > 
Z.p2m(c,.pm) 
and therefore 
a(T,T-‘)= -!_ 2.p2m.cr=p? =pCor_ 
( > CT cT 
SO 
~(~T)'P(~T~~)=P"'.Z=~(~T)~(~T)*. 
Taking determinants we find 
Idet(P(&))12 =pCOJ’pm. 
But 
/0,l’=p (by Theorem (3.2.)). 
So comparison with (6.9.) gives the theorem. + 
Next we substitute the formula for det(P(pT)), as found in Theorem (6.10.), 
in equation (6.3.). Hence we get 
sign(‘) sign(S)(yk,~Pm~'.epPrn'COT)(~k~'Pm~'.BpPm"o~) 
=sign(T~)a(T,S)Pm.~kr~'Pm~'.~~m'co~. 
Now as p is odd we know that 
(**) for integral a, 6, c it holds that (- 1)‘~~ = 0; if and only if b =O (mod p), 
c=O, a is even. By Lemma (6.2.) a(T,S)=(- l)“.f$ with n~i7, TEJ?,~. 
Therefore 
(i) sign(T) sign(S) = sign( TS) . ( - 1)” 
holds. So from (i) it follows that 
fJPrn9 
P 
.ePm.cOS=[a(~~)(-l)~]Pm.~~m.cors, 
P 
whence (- I)“.a(T,S) = B;~.O~.O;co~, following (**). 
Therefore 
(ii) a( K S) = (sign(T) - B,‘Or)(sign(S) .dp). (sign( TS) - 0;“) - ‘, 
holds. 
We have proved the following. 
THEOREM (6. I I .). The mapping fi : E. ti+GL(pm, C) defined by 
B: x&-D(x) *(sign(T). e;cor.P(&)) 
is an irreducible representation of E-X’ which linearizes P and extends D. 
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REMARK. If m > 1, we have that det(P(pr)) = sign(T) .19Fr’p~; this follows by 
theorems (6.6.) and (6.10.). In this case we can obtain a(T, S) more directly; we 
have the following. 
If p= 1 (mod 4) then det(P(pr)) is real for all TE Sp(2m, p), as 0, = fi. Put 
l(T)=PTv. Then cw(T,S)=L(T)I(S)(L(TS))-‘. If p=3 (mod 4), then 
BP = iti, so (det(P(pr)))4 2 0, and Idet(P(pr))l = q(det(P(pr)))4. Put 6(T) = 
In(~det(P(pT))~)~p-m~(ln(~))-‘, n(T)=(id(T).p~~1-pm.det(P(~7)); 
then a(T,S)=A(T)IZ(S)(A(TS))-‘. Thus we see that if m> 1, a straightforward 
computation of the determinants of the matrices P(pr), P(Q) and P(prs), 
using formula (6.2.3.), suffices to obtain a(T,S). 
7.AMAIN RESULT 
In (5.9.) we showed that %‘= {pr 1 TE Sp(Zm, p)} is a complement of Inn(E) 
in Autz&E). The following lemma characterizes all complements. 
LEMMA (7.1.). The complements of Inn(E) in Autz&E) constitute an 
Inn(E)-conjugacy class consisting of centralizers of involutions. 
PROOF. (due to R.W. van der Waall). Let A =Autz&E) and let C be the 
centralizer of p_ , in A. 
The definition of p_ 1 yields that p _ 1 T = T- ‘p _ 1, for every r E Inn(E). Since 
Inn(E) is a group of odd order, we have that p _ , #p _ , o2 = 6 ‘,u _ 1~ whenever 
aEInn(E), afl. 
Hence Cfl Inn(E) = {l}. Now, as p_ 1 E Z(S), we have C> %, so C is a 
complement of Inn(E) in A and &‘= C. Any complement X of Inn(E) in A is 
isomorphic to Sp(2m, p) hence Inn(E)(p_ i)/Inn(E) is the unique normal sub- 
group of order 2 of A/Inn(E). So, if a is the unique involution of Z(X), 
we have a E Inn(E)( p _ 1 ) . The Schur-Zassenhaus theorem now yields that all 
complements of Inn(E) in Inn(E)(p_,) are conjugated (as (Inn( is odd), 
whence a = rp _ , T- ’ for some T E Inn(E). 
Therefore YI?= C= r ‘- I (centralizer of o in A) '5 > T- 'XT, so ti= T - 'NT, 23s 
IX I = 1.~ I. This proves the theorem. + 
The following theorem is one of the main results of this paper. 
THEOREM (7.2.). Let YC be any complement of Inn(E) in AutztE)(E). 
Let w be a faithful representation of E. Then an extension of w to E-X can 
be constructed. 
PROOF. Theorem (6.11) gives the construction in case of a=&?. 
Take any complement X of Inn(E) in Autz(&E); then X= Q - ‘tie with 
Q E Inn(E). Let D be the faithful representation of E constructed in (4.5.). By 
Remark (4.11.) Y = D” for some o in the Galois group of Q(e2ni’lZ(E)I) over Q. 
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It is immediately clear that if D is the extension of D described in (6.11.) and 
e(xP) = [x”, xa] .xs for some a eFjrn, that the map p defined by 
F: t~(D(~~)-‘~(ere-‘)D(x~))~, for all teE.X, 
yields an irreducible representation of E.X extending Y. + 
8. CHARACTERS OF Sp(2m.q) 
As an application of Theorem (6.11.), we show how it enables us to construct 
certain characters of Sp(2m,q) for arbitrary rn> 1 and q an odd prime power. 
Let m be a positive integer, p an odd prime number. Assume E to be a finite 
p-group with [E: Z(E)] =p2”‘, satisfying (1.1 .a, b, c) and (3.1 .c). Let YZ be . 
defined as in Theorem (5.9.), B as in Theorem (6.11.). 
We will describe the characters of the irreducible constituents of 8,% which 
are characters of Sp(2m, p) as %‘G Sp(2m, p). 
By theorems (5.4.) and (6.11.) we have, for all fire Z, 
(8.1.) B(pu,)=sign(T)~8;C07~ - 
CL c v 
-~l~(ra.Ta)+~(a-2Ta,a)l .~(~(T-hy. 
..FF 
Let 6 be the character Tr(D) : E. X-C associated to D. 
It holds that 
(8.2.) &PUT) =sign(T).f?;+.p”. 
This follows by computation of the trace of d(pr) in (8. l.), using that 
Tr(D(xa)) #O if and only if a = 0, in which case Tr(D(x’)) = Tr(lpm) =p”’ (see 
also Lemma (5.15)). 
so 
]6,, a,,1 = ISP(2mv P)l - ’ * c kwu,>12 
TE Sp(Zm, P) 
=ISPwn, PII-‘. ; P 2m-co,= ISp(2m, p)l- l* c CT. 
T 
Next we prove 
LEMMA (8.3.) [6,,6,,] =2. 
PROOF. Notice that 
c 
TE SP(% P) 
=I{(a:T)laEFp2m,TESp(2m,p),T~=a}l 
= ae& IVITo=o]I. 
We have for all a, /I E Fj” - (0) that a symplectic transformation &a exists 
with S,,,(a)=fl; this is a consequence of Witt’s Theorem [8, Satz 11.9.9.1. 
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Hence, if a E Fj”’ - {0}, it follows that 
({TlTa=a}l= ($_ 1) ISp(2m,p)l. 
Therefore 
ISPW~-~~&~&~= C lWa=aIl 
= ISp(2m, PII + 
= ISP(2@ &)I + 
= 2 * I SP(2& P)I 
We conclude from Lemma (8.3.) that 
(8.4.) ~5~ = wl + v/2 with wl, w2 E Irr(ti). 
By (8.2.) and using that co_, =2m, e,=ifi if p=3 (mod 4) and S,= 6 if 
p= 1 (mod 4) we find 
sign(- l).(- l)m if p=3 (mod 4) 
(8.5.) a,@-,)= 
sign( - 1) ifp=l (mod 4) 
Now p_r EZ(&), and as 6(pul) =pm, Bztxj is not homogeneous by (8.5.). 
Hence we may assume that 
(8.6.) (Wl)Z(ze) = v/r(l)* 1 Z(X), (w~)z(.x)=v/~(~).x with xb-I)= - 1. 
Applying (8.6.) and (8.5.) to (8.4.) we find that 
{WI(l), v/2(1)) = {ta(Pm+ 1),5*(P”- I>>, 
so Sp(2m,p) has irreducible characters of degree 
+.(p”+l) and +.(p”-1). 
By (8.6.) s, is similar to a representation d; with 
(8.7.) b(pr)= x ;r) and with d(p_ t) = 
I 
, 
2 > 
V;o) _I” 
w2(1) > 
where Tr(X1(pr)) = wl(c(r), T@Z~(flr)) = W2(&-). 
(8.8.) REMARK. Dr. R.W. van der Waall pointed out to me that one can 
explicitly tell what the degrees of w1 and 4~~ are. As ~~(1) = +(p”’ + 6(p- 1)) and 
w2( 1) = +(p” - 6(,u _ 1)), we only have to determine 6(p _ ,). Now det(& _ 1)) = 1 
by Theorems (6.10.) and (6.11.), if m > 1 orp > 3; and if p = 3 and m = 1 we also 
have that det(&_ 1)) = 1 by computing b(p_ t) (see Appendix, formula 2)). 
Therefore by (8.7.), 1 = (- l)f(Pm-a(~-~)), so a(~_,) =p”’ (mod 4). Hence, 
p= 1 (mod 4) gives vi(l) = *(pm + 1) and ~~(1) = +(pm - l), whereas 
p=-1 (mod 4) gives that wi(l)=~(p”+(-l)m) and ~/~(l)=i(p~-(-l)‘?. 
We will now determine the characters w1 and v/2 explicitly. 
As B is a representation similar to Dx, we have d(p-,)~d(pr-)=d(pur-) and 
T@(z,_,)) = T@(p_r))= sign( - T).f9;C*-~~p” (see (8.2.)). Also, by (8.7.), 
the following holds 
(8.9.) Tr(d(~-_).b(~u))=v/,(rll~)-v/2(~(~). 
So we have the following pair of equations 
(8.10.) 
THEOREM (8.11.). Let p be an odd prime number, m a positive integer. Then 
Sp(2m, p) has irreducible characters I+v,@“’ and I,@‘) given by 
w[“)(T) = +.p”(sign(T) - L!I;~O~+ sign( - T). ep-com7), 
W;“)(T) = +.p”(sign(T). e;=+- sign( - T). ep-co -r) 
for all TE Sp(2m, p). 
Zf p= 1 (mod 4) then t~[“‘(l) = *(pm + 1) and this) = +(pm - l), if 
p= - 1 (mod 4) then w,‘“‘(l) = #(pm + ( - l)m) and vi@(l) = +(p” - ( - l)m). 
PROOF. The formulas for I@) and I+v$~) can be derived easily from (8.9.). 
The character degrees follow from Remark (8.8.). + 
COROLLARY (8.12.). Zf p= 1 (mod 4) then Sp(2m,p) has real characters of 
degree +(p” + 1) and +(pm - 1); if p = 3 (mod 4) then Sp(2m, p) has characters 
of degree +(pm + 1) and +(pm - 1) which are complex, but not real. 
PROOF. If p= 1 (mod 4) then eP = fp by Theorem (3.2.). So the result follows 
by Theorem (8.11.). If p= 3 (mod 4) then any symplectic transvection 
T:crwcr+f(cz,/3)/3 with /3+0 satisfies COT= 1, co_T=2m. But e,=ifi so 
~@)(T)=+.p~(sign(T).(ifi)-‘+sign( - T)(ifi)-Zm), 
I+v~“‘( T) = + .pm(sign( T) . (ifi) - ’ - sign( - T)(i@) -2m). 
Both expressions are not real. + 
Let q =p* be a power of the odd prime number p. We have for n >0 a 
natural embedding I: Sp(2n, q)-+Sp(2nf, p). This is well-known. A proof for 
this can be found in [8, Satz 11.9.24.1. Let TE Sp(2n, q). 
If E(T), E(Z(T))) denote the eigenspaces associated with the eigenvalue 1 of 
T, Z(T) respectively then 
dim,(E(Z(T))) = f - dim,(E( T)). 
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This follows by the construction of Z in the proof of [8, Satz 11.9.24.1. We have 
(8.13.) ~o~~~~=f~cor. 
We will prove that wyf) and wz (nf) both give an irreducible character of 
Sp(2n, q), when restricted to Z(Sp(2n, q)). 
This is a direct consequence of the following observation: 
I SP(2G 4) I * [4(Sp(h, Q))’ 4(Sp(Zn, &)I = c P2+ C0ns) 
s E SPv4 4) 
= c (pf)2” - C% 
s E SPO, 4) 
= 
J& /~~&w=~ll~ 
so by the same argument as in Lemma (8.3.), using Witt’s theorem, we find 
VI(Sp(Zn, 4))’ 4(Sp(Zn, q))l = 2 * 
We have proved the following corollary. 
COROLLARY (8.14.). Let p be an odd prime, q =pf. Then Sp(2n, q) has 
complex irreducible characters x1 and x2 with 
{x*(l), x2(1)1 = {(4” + 1vL w - 1Wl 
given by 
x1(T) = + .q”(sign(Z(T)). O;f.Cor+ sign( -Z(T)). 19;~‘~Om~) 
x2(T) = + .q”(sign(Z(T)). O;f’Cor- sign( - Z(T)). I~;~~‘-T), 
where Z is the natural embedding of Sp(2n, q) in Sp(2nf, p). The characters x1 
and x2 are both real valued except if p = 3 (mod 4) and f is odd. 
APPENDIX 
As an illustration of our method we determine the matrix representation fiti 
in case of p = 3, m = 1 i.e. %G Sp(2,3); a case which represented an exception 
in this paper. 
Furthermore, we assume E to be extraspecial of exponent 3 so w = e2ni’3 and 
E=(x,,x2j[x,,x2]=z, [x,,z]=[x,,z]=l, x;=x;=z3=1). 
The vector space C[E,/Z(E)] has a C-basis {Z(E),x,Z(E),xzZ(E)}. With 
respect to this basis we determine the representation D by means of (4.5.). 
We find 
D(xl)= [; & ;] , ax21= [; 8 g (*) 
and these matrices generate the group {D(x)lx~E}. 
Now we compute P(pr), T~Sp(2,3), by means of the formula given in 
Theorem (5.14.). 
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For example, 
T= 
Then 
T-/=(1: _:>. 
We have that cr= 1 and 
t[~(Ta,Tcr)+~(cr-2Ta,a)]=~[-a,.az+(a2+2al).a,]=a:. 
so 
= D( 1) + D(XIX$ + D(xTx2) + CBD(x:x;) + 
OD(XJ + CD(x,) + tiD(x,x2) + o&x:) + QD(xi) 
(using (*)). 
Now det(P(pr)) = 27, so sign(T) = - 1, as e3 = ifi (see (6.10.)). We have 
1) a(/+> = - I!?; * .P(&)=+(l+2w) 
Likewise we obtain the following matrices 
2) 
3) 
(which illustrates that d@U, ‘) =d(pr) *) 
Now (S, T> is isomorphic to the quaternion group of order 8, and 
(S, T) = Sp(2,3)‘, so we have that Sp(2,3) is the semidirect product of Sp(2,3)’ 
and (V>. 
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REMARK. Each non-trivial element of (S, T) fixes only the zero vector. This 
can be checked immediately. So, if x is the character afforded by dE,spC2,3), then 
(r~E.Sp(2,3)‘(~(y)=O) GE. (by Lemma (5.15.3,4.)). 
A moment’s thought reveals that we have equality here. The character x is 
irreducible since XE is irreducible. In general, if (Y E Irr(G) for some group G, 
we define B(o) = (xe G la(x) = 0). Now very often it is the case that B(a) 2 G’, 
if a is an irreducible character of a group G. However, we just saw that for 
G=EaSp(2,3)‘, Bk)=E holds. So G'gBk), as G'gE. 
The author wishes to express his gratitude to Dr. R.W. van der Waall for 
many helpful discussions. 
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